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Abstract
This work presents a hardware prefetcher to improve the performance of accessing graph data
representing large and complex networks. We represent complex networks as graphs, and queries
amount to traversals on the graph. Unlike conventional memory hierarchies that exploit spatial
and temporal locality, we observe that graph traversals do not necessarily exhibit these same
notions of locality. This results in degraded performance of the memory hierarchy. Conse-
quently, our hardware prefetcher exploits locality that is intrinsic to graph traversals, which we
call graph-locality to improve the performance of the memory hierarchy. We design and evaluate
our prototype using a micro-architectural simulator, and deploy benchmarks from GDBench that
is oriented to evaluate the performance of graph database systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Graph data structures play an important role in our lives today. They are used in applications
that require representing complex relationships with multiple interacting entities. The objective
is to use this information to infer interesting properties about the past, and use it to predict
events of the future. Real-world examples of applications that use graph data structures include
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, recommendation systems such as those used by
Amazon and Netflix, and security threat analysis systems employed by government agencies.
Each of these use information about relationships to infer trends and future events.
Graph databases (GDB)s are database software systems that represent its stored information
in the form of a graph. There are multiple methods of representing the information as a graph
such as native-store versus non-native store. The former refers to the GDB using a graph data
structure to represent the information whereas the latter refers to alternate non-graph data struc-
tures to represent the information. Similarly, there are GDBs that offer distributed computation
on graphs or even in-memory GDBs where the entire graph resides on the local main memory.
There are several examples of graph databases currently in use in industry such as Titan [1], Ori-
entDB [2], and Neo4j [3]. An important component of the database software system is to deliver
responses to queries quickly. These queries typically use variants of graph traversal algorithms
such as breadth-first search or depth-first search to traverse the graph data structure. However, the
graphs that represent today’s complex networks are expected to grow in size. As a result, queries
on such graphs will consume either large or impractical amounts of time rendering GDBs un-
usable. Consequently, there is considerable interest in expediting queries on large graphs for
GDBs. In response to this challenge, researchers have investigated distributed GDBs [1] [4] [5],
in-memory GDBs [6] [7], different internal storage data structures, and also using conventional
relational database management systems (RDBM)s to accelerate queries on GDBs.
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Current efforts towards addressing this challenge are centred towards software techniques
such as pre-query clustering, effective storage, and caching for performance improvements. In
this work, we take a different approach to addressing this challenge by investigating micro-
architectural techniques to improve the performance of queries on large graphs. In particular,
our work focuses on developing hardware prefetchers to improve the performance of accessing
graph data representing large and complex networks in a computer’s memory hierarchy.
A processor has multiple levels of memory, which builds up to a hierarchy. In the hierarchy,
the closer memory is smaller in size but faster to access, whereas the further memory is larger in
capacity but slower to access. For example, modern computing platforms use caches to exploit
temporal and spatial locality. Temporal locality assumes that most recently accessed data are
likely to be used in the near future, and spatial locality assumes that data near most recently
accessed data are likely to be used in the future. However, the behaviour of complex workloads
like GDBs, which use graph traversal algorithms to traverse the graph data structure is highly data
dependent. Since every graph has a distinct structure, the assumption of locality may not hold.
Therefore, speculatively bringing nodes that are spatially close to each other in memory does
not consider whether the traversal may access them. This is because these spatially close nodes
may not even be connected to the currently accessed node. Likewise, temporal locality may not
be beneficial for subsequent traversals for repeated accesses. Thus, neither temporal nor spatial
locality are appropriate means to capture the locality of graph traversals. This results in degraded
performance of the memory hierarchy. Therefore, the challenge is to discover techniques to
capture locality intrinsic to graphs, and leverage them in hardware to improve memory accesses
for graph traversals.
Our first attempt at addressing this challenge resulted in hardware prefetchers that better
capture the locality of traversal algorithms on graphs, which we call graph-locality. In particular,
we focus on the breadth-first traversal algorithm. We propose three different prefetchers and call
them graph-locality prefetchers (GLP)s. The main components of the GLPs include registers,
buffers, a predictor, and a request initiator. The buffers are dedicated graph storage space that
keep the most recent graph data available for future accesses. Unlike conventional prefetchers,
GLP predictors use the accesses made by the processor in conjunction with the accessed data
to propose predictions. The request initiator transmits these prediction addresses to lower-level
GLPs or the main memory to retrieve the prefetch the appropriate data.
We design and evaluate our prototype using a micro-architectural simulator called Sniper-
Sim [8], and deploy benchmarks from GDBench [9] on a graph database (GDB) that we built
in-house. There are three prefetching policies that we develop: GLP1-simple, GLP2-aggressive,
and GLP3-advanced. We compare the performance of these three GLPs against traditional con-
figurations without any prefetchers, and with global-history buffer (GHB) and stream (STR)
prefetchers. Our experiments showed that GLPs improved performance ranging from 11% to
2
39% for the benchmarks in GDBench when compared to traditional memory hierarchies without
prefetchers. When using stream prefetchers, we noticed performance improvements over the tra-
ditional memory hierarchies ranging from 6% to 25%. Hence, we believe that this is a promising
start to exploring GLPs for GDBs.
3
Chapter 2
Background
Modern computers are based on the Von Neumann model. The Von Neumann model defines
the stored-program concept. This model requires memory storage to hold both instructions that
define operations of the program, and the data. It uses a program counter to define a total order
on program execution. This program counter points to an instruction in the memory. In one
execution cycle, the processor fetches instructions pointed by the program counter, reads the
necessary inputs for the execution of that instruction, executes the operations for the instructions,
and writes the output. It is well known that the speed of the processor is significantly faster than
the speed of the memory. The simplest way to address this speed discrepancy is to stall the
execution of the processor when it accesses the memory. This degrades performance, and it is
known as the Von Neumann bottleneck.
To address this bottleneck, the processor employs a hierarchy of memory storage to balance
the need for high performance, low cost, and high capacity. The technology and the capacity
largely determine the performance of the storage. For example, high performance memory stor-
age is more costly per byte when compared to lower performance memory storage. Similarly,
higher capacity (also referred to as density) storage is more costly per byte compared to those
with lower capacity. A hierarchy of memory storage addresses the tradeoffs by using small but
fast memories closer to the processor, and slower but larger ones further away from the pro-
cessor. This allows the processor to directly interact with the fastest memory, but also provides
the processor with a large memory storage when combining the capacity of all memories in the
hierarchy.
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2.1 Memory Hierarchy
A memory hierarchy consists of primary and secondary storage. Primary storage refers to regis-
ters, caches and memories while secondary storage refers to disks. Primary storage is close to the
processor in the hierarchy of memories. This means that primary storage must be capable of de-
livering high performance. Primary storage can be further categorized into on-chip storage, and
off-chip storage as shown in Figure 2.1. The size of the primary storage is usually in the order
of several megabytes. Comparatively, secondary storage is slower, but it has a larger capacity.
Primary storage is volatile whereas secondary storage is non-volatile.
Processor
I-cache
secondary
D-cache
L2-cache
Main Memory
on-chip
off-chip
L3-cache
Disk
Figure 2.1: Memory hierarchy.
The top-most level of the memory hierarchy is the primary on-chip storage, which includes
processor registers and caches. Registers and caches are both made up of Static Random-Access
Memory (SRAM) technology. A single SRAM-based memory cell uses six transistors. Registers
are essential to a processor to temporarily hold words of data for intermediate computation.
Since registers use SRAM technology, they are fast. Caches also use SRAM technology, but are
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significantly larger in capacity than registers. The size of the memory also determines its access
latency where the larger the memory the slower it is to access. Note that most modern processors
have multiple levels of cache memories in the hierarchy. Higher levels of caches are closer to the
processor, and smaller in size so as to yield low access latencies. Lower levels of caches are larger
in size, but slower to access. Unlike the registers that are directly referenced by instructions of an
instruction-set architecture (ISA), caches are not directly addressed via instructions. However,
caches play an integral role in improving the performance of modern microprocessors.
Off-chip storage typically refers to memories that use Dynamic Random-Access Memory
(DRAM) technology, and are those that are off the chip. A memory cell using DRAM technology
uses a transistor and a capacitor. The charge in the capacitor indicates the value in the memory
cell. For example, when the capacitor is charged the value can be a one, and zero otherwise.
Since capacitors leak small amounts of current, off-chip memories require being refreshed to
maintain the state of the memory. This refresh behaviour distinguishes itself from memories
that use SRAM, and makes it a significantly slower than SRAM-based memories. However, the
amount of storage that DRAM memories can hold is much larger, and the cost per byte is lower
than that of SRAM memories.
Secondary storage is on the bottom level of the memory hierarchy. Secondary storage usually
refers to hard disk drives (HDD)s. Data on HDDs are in magnetic format and are non-volatile.
The access latency for a HDD is on the level of microseconds. This is because HDDs use
mechanical motors to seek and retrieve data from the disks. This results in significantly higher
access latencies when compared to other storage.
2.1.1 Locality
Memory hierarchies exploit the principles of locality for performance improvements. There are
two basic tenets in the principles of locality: spatial and temporal. Spatial locality refers to
speculatively bringing in data that is near in proximity to recently accessed data in the memory.
This is based on the intuition that data near recently accessed data is likely to be used in the
near future as well. An example of a program that may exhibit such spatial locality is one that
iterates over an array. Memory hierarchies exploit spatial locality by fetching data surrounding
the accessed data. Temporal locality refers to the principle that data most recently accessed is
likely to be accessed in the near future. Global variables in programs can often exploit temporal
locality. Memory hierarchies use the principle of temporal locality to decide what data to replace
when the capacity of a memory is reached.
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2.2 Caches
Traditionally, an on-chip memory hierarchy contains multiple levels of cache memories. These
caches are broadly split into two types: primary and secondary caches. Primary caches are first
level caches (L1) that directly interact with the processor. They are closer to the processor, and
smaller in capacity to ensure low access latencies. There is a distinct L1 cache for instruction
and one for data. This separation eliminates structural hazards to the L1 cache.
Non-primary caches are secondary caches, which have more than one level. They are closer
to the DRAM with larger capacities but higher access latencies. Second and third level caches (L2
or L3) are unified for both instruction and data. Unifying L2 and L3 allows different programs
that have different instructions to data requirements to be accommodated.
The concept of caches includes both the design of the storage structures, and the controller
for managing the accesses between them. The cache controller manages all requests sent to and
received by the cache. Cache controllers are both receivers and initiator of requests. For example,
as a receiver an L1 cache receives requests from the processor, and L2 receives requests from L1.
As a sender, an L1 cache sends requests to L2 and L3 sends requests to the DRAM controller.
2.2.1 Memory request
When a processor initiates a memory request, the cache controller for L1 is the first in the mem-
ory hierarchy to receive the request. A memory request or access can either be a load (read) or
a store (write). A load or store request consists of a memory address and a size. The address
indicates the location in the address space to access, and the size denotes the number of bytes
requested. The memory request to internal storage of the memory hierarchy works on the gran-
ularity of a cache line. A typical cache line is 64 bytes in size. When a cache controller receives
the request, it splits the starting address of the request into three fields. They are tag, set and
offset from the most significant bit to the least significant bit as in Figure 2.2.
indextag offset
Figure 2.2: Address.
A cache controller uses index bits to reference a frame within the cache that holds a data
block, uses offset bits to find a byte within the cache frame, and uses tag bits to check if the
current frame is the requested cache line.
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2.2.2 Cache frame
A cache frame includes the following fields: tag, data block and flag bits as in Figure 2.3.
data blocktag flag bits
Figure 2.3: Cache frame.
As mentioned above, the tag is part of an address used to compare with the requested address.
Data block holds the range of addresses starting from the corresponding tag address. Flag bits
are used to indicate the state of the cache line. For uni-processors, the flag bits are typically the
valid and dirty bits. The valid bit indicates whether the current cache line is a valid copy of the
corresponding block in the memory. The dirty bit denotes whether the current cache line is an
updated copy of the corresponding block in the memory.
I explain a simple cache look-up next. Suppose that the processor initiates a load or store
request. The cache controller receives this request and splits the address into tag, index, and
offset parts. The cache controller uses the index field to retrieve the location of the cache frame.
In parallel, the cache controller compares the tag bits to the tag bits stored in the cache line. If
the tag bits match and the valid bit is set, then the requested block is already in the cache. This
is a cache hit, and the current cache line is returned to the CPU. Otherwise, the requested data is
not in the cache and it must be retrieved from lower-level memories in the hierarchy by initiating
further requests.
2.2.3 Associativity
The index bits of an address are mapped to a frame group. A frame group contains multiple
cache frames within it. These cache frames are called sets, and each frame within a set is called
a way. The associativity of a cache indicates the number of ways of the cache. For example,
a direct-mapped cache has one-way sets, and the associativity is one. This implies that there is
only one cache frame per index. On the other hand, a two-way set-associative cache has two-
way sets, which allows for the same index to potentially address two cache frames. Finally, a
fully-associative cache has only one set.
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2.2.4 Replacement policies
Replacement policies become important for set-associative caches. Once a cache set is full with
valid cache lines, the cache controller may need to evict an existing cache line so as to make
space for a new cache line. The policy that determines which cache line gets evicted is called the
replacement policy. A well-suited eviction policy should preserve the cache lines that are most
likely to have access in the future.
The major replacement policies are Random, First-In First-Out (FIFO) and Least Recently
Used (LRU). Random policy evicts a randomly selected cache line. FIFO follows the first-in
first-out order to evict cache lines based on the order in which they are filled into the cache. LRU
picks the least recently accessed cache line to replace based on the premise that it is the least
likely to be used in the near future (supporting temporal locality).
2.2.5 Cache misses
A cache miss happens when the cache controller determines that the cache line corresponding
to the memory request does not reside in the current cache. There are three categories of cache
misses: compulsory, capacity, and conflict. Compulsory misses occur at the first request to a
cache line. Compulsory misses is relevant to the size of a cache line. It occurs mostly at the
start up stage of the cache when the cache is empty, and every request results in a miss. Capacity
misses happen when the size of the cache cannot hold all the cache lines needed by a running
program. Capacity miss is relevant to the size of the cache. Conflict misses happen when there
is not enough associativity so that only a subset of blocks reside in a set. They are relevant to the
associativity of the cache.
Cache parameters have different impact on the three misses as in Table 2.1. We use three
symbols in the following table, +, - and 0 to denote the following. The plus symbol means in-
creasing the parameter also increases the miss, the minus symbol means increasing the parameter
decreases the miss, and the zero symbol means the miss is irrelevant to that parameter. Naturally,
Miss type Increase cache size Increase block size Increase associativity
Compulsory + - 0
Capacity - 0 0
Conflict 0 + -
Table 2.1: Impact of increasing cache parameters on three types of misses.
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increasing the cache size results in more compulsory. For capacity misses, a larger cache re-
duces capacity misses. Notice that a larger block size results false sharing yield larger number of
conflict misses. However, when the associativity is high, the cache is able to hold the necessary
cache lines mapped to a set. Hence, increasing the associativity reduces the conflict misses.
2.3 Prefetcher
Caches in modern processor micro-architectures take advantage of spatial and temporal locality.
However, there are also situations when a does not obey these expected principles of locality
resulting in performance degradation. This is where prefetching is useful. Prefetching refers to
retrieving either instructions or data speculatively into the cache. The prefetching policy or logic
can be independent from the notions of locality employed by caches, and the objective of the
prefetching is to improve performance. Prefetchers operate in the background, and are effective
in hiding the memory access latency. There are instruction and data prefetchers, and there can
be hardware or software implementations. This work primarily focuses on a data prefetching.
2.3.1 Prefetching requirements
There are two properties to prefetching that determine the quality of the prefetcher. The first is the
timeliness of the prefetching and the second is the accuracy. Timeliness refers to the property that
the prefetched data must arrive to its storage just in time for the processor to request it. Notice
that if prefetched data arrives significantly earlier than when the processor requests it, then it
may reside in the cache resulting in the eviction of a potentially useful cache line. Furthermore,
requests by the processor may end up evicting the prefetched cache line as well rendering the
prefetching futile. Alternatively, when a prefetched block arrives to the storage late, the processor
would not benefit from the prefetching. In this case the processor may suffer the access latency
of a miss.
Accuracy refers to the ability to speculatively select the appropriate data to prefetch that the
processor may request in the future. Prefetching data that will not be used by the processor is
wasteful. Furthermore, it may result in additional pollution in the cache where useful cache lines
may be evicted to make space for the prefetched line. Note that there is a difference between a
miss (referred to as a regular miss) due to the data not residing in the cache versus a miss suffered
by the processor because of pollution due to prefetches. A regular miss typically occurs when the
processor requests the data and it does not reside in the cache. This regular miss also indicates
that the data is necessary for the processor to resume its operation; hence, it is useful. A miss
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on an address that indexes a prefetched block is different because there is no guarantee that the
prefetched data will ever be useful to the processor as it is a speculation. Therefore, accuracy
is an important property of prefetching so as to eliminate pollution and overheads caused by
it. Another issue to consider is that redundant prefetches exacerbate memory bandwidth. This
means that there may be contention to access the memory if both the prefetcher and the processor
make memory requests.
2.3.2 Prefetching parameters
There are certain parameters that define the behaviours of prefetchers. I explain a few of these
next.
Prefetch degree
The prefetch degree is the number of blocks to prefetch on every trigger of the prefetcher. For
example, a prefetch degree of two dictates that on every miss a new prefetch is triggered that
retrieves two blocks at once.
Prefetch distance
The prefetch distance refers to a look-ahead value from where to prefetch the data. For example,
consider prefetching data stored in an array accessed within a loop. To account for the memory
access latency, prefetches can start three iterations before the data is used to compensate for the
access latency. Otherwise, the process would stall waiting for the data to arrive. In this case, the
prefetch distance is three.
2.3.3 Software data prefetching
Software data prefetching uses explicit instructions in the instruction-set architecture to perform
prefetches, which are called fetch or prefetch instructions. Fetch instructions are non-blocking
loads that do not raise exceptions. These fetch instructions execute as regular load instructions.
Since the fetch instructions are a part of the instruction-set, programmers or compilers must insert
these fetch instructions at the correct locations in the program. The choice of where to insert fetch
instructions into a program is known as prefetch scheduling. Once again, the insertion point of
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1 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N; i ++)
2 sum = sum + a [ i ] ∗ b [ i ] ;
Figure 2.4: Original program.
fetch instructions must carefully consider the property of timeliness. Consider a program that
does array operation as in Figure 2.4.
This example calculates the inner product of two arrays a and b. Both arrays have a size of N.
The result program after the prefetch scheduling is in Figure 2.5. Three categories of statements
exist in the altered program: prefetching prolog, loop unrolling, and prefetching epilog. Lines
2-4 are the prefetching prolog with three fetch statements that retrieve the sum variable, and the
first element of the two arrays. Lines 6-13 describes the unrolled loop. The loop is unrolled such
that two fetches on a and b retrieve the next cache line for each of these respective arrays for
every four iterations. Therefore, the sum statement also constitutes four sub-statements for the
calculation, but refers to different locations in the cache line. Lines 15-16 are the epilog that
perform the calculation for the last cache line.
1 f e t c h ( &sum ) ;
2 f e t c h ( &a [ 0 ] ) ;
3 f e t c h ( &b [ 0 ] ) ;
4
5 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N−4; i += 4 ) {
6 f e t c h ( &a [ i +4] ) ;
7 f e t c h ( &b [ i +4] ) ;
8 sum = sum + a [ i ] ∗ b [ i ] ;
9 sum = sum + a [ i +1] ∗ b [ i + 1 ] ;
10 sum = sum + a [ i +2] ∗ b [ i + 2 ] ;
11 sum = sum + a [ i +3] ∗ b [ i + 3 ] ;
12 }
13
14 f o r ( i = N−4 ; i < N; i ++)
15 sum = sum + a [ i ] ∗ b [ i ] ;
Figure 2.5: Prefetch Scheduling.
There are several limitations of software prefetching. To begin with, locations in programs
where fetch instructions can be inserted are limited. These locations are generally restricted to
tight loops that access arrays or lists. This implies that fetch instructions are used when accesses
to memory can be predicted on regular data structures. Another issue with software prefetching
is that complex control flow may result in prefetching of unnecessary data. It is unlikely that
when a cache line is fetched, subsequent blocks are also fetched because of the control flow.
Finally, since fetch instructions are inserted statically, software prefetching is not flexible to
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accommodate runtime behaviours and changes. Even in the case that the program is suitable
for inserting software fetch instructions, fetches may result in a performance overhead, and code
bloat. A fetch instructions by itself is a performance penalty not only because of additional
instructions, but also because that in most cases, a processor has to perform some calculations
in order to obtain the address to be prefetched. Results of calculations also need be preserved
to prevent further duplicate calculations. In this case, there is a resource contention between
prefetching and the program itself. The possible result of prefetching might increase the register
pressure and the additional spill code is placed in memory. A higher look ahead of prefetching
exacerbates performance penalty even more.
2.3.4 Hardware data prefetching
Hardware prefetching takes advantage of the hardware to launch prefetches. No modifications
to software are necessary to enable prefetches. In addition, hardware prefetching can utilize
run-time information to perform runtime decisions regarding prefetching. Common hardware
prefetching techniques include stream and stride prefetching mechanisms.
A memory hierarchy in itself is a simple form of data prefetching. By working at the gran-
ularity of cache lines, spatial locality enables retrieving more words of data than requested by
the processor. However, there are several disadvantages of increasing the cache lines. The first
is cache pollution. In one eviction, more useful words in the current block are replaced to make
room for a new block, which potentially causes pollution. The other one is false sharing. For
example, if multiple cores access the same block of data, but each processor updates independent
words within the same cache line, then large chunks of memory coherency traffic is generated
to ensure coherent view on the cache line. Instead of increasing the cache line size, explicit
hardware stream prefetching circumvents these disadvantages while allowing for extensions to
the principles of locality. Common techniques includes one-block-look-ahead (OBL), tagged
prefetch, and sequential prefetching. Figure 2.6 shows an example of hardware prefetching. The
figures a, b and c shows the prefetch on miss, tagged prefetch, and sequential prefetching with
degree of two, respectively.
Assume that there are three successive accesses to the same sub-figure, which represents five
consecutive blocks. Each block within the sub-figure represents a memory address. The memory
address for each block is at the granularity of a cache line. If the source of a memory request is
from a cache controller, then we define that there is a demand fetch on the block. If the source of
a memory request is from a prefetcher, then we define that there is a prefetcher on the block.
In the OBL case, prefetching starts when the cache suffers from a miss. The first iteration
results in a miss because the first cache line is not in the cache yet. The first miss triggers a
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Figure 2.6: (a) Prefetch on miss, (b) Tagged prefetch, (c) Sequential prefetching degree 2.
prefetch for the second block. When there is a demand fetch for the second block, no prefetch
happens because this is a cache hit. On the third access, the cache is suffering from another miss
which in turn bring in the forth block. There are in total two misses in this access pattern, and
the misses are interleaved for every other access in the consecutive accesses.
In the tagged prefetch and sequential prefetching case, prefetching not only happens on a
miss, but also on blocks with the tag bit set. On the first access, the demand fetch for the first
block results in the prefetch for the second block and the tag bit set. A cache controller set the
tags only to mark the prefetched blocks so that they are differentiated from demand fetched cache
lines. A demand fetch on the tagged block clears the tag bit and triggers prefetch. In this way, the
prefetcher receives confirmation that the prefetched block is accurate, and continues prefetching.
When there is a demand fetch on the second block, the prefetcher sets the tag bit back to zero and
prefetches the third block. The third access keeps the same access pattern to prefetch the fourth
block. The total number of misses for all three accesses is only one.
The only difference between tagged prefetch and sequential prefetching is that, a prefetcher
launches multiple prefetches each time in sequential prefetching. For example, on the first access,
a demand fetch triggers not only the load of the first block, but also two successive blocks.
Similarly, a demand fetch on the second access generates two more accesses. But since the third
block is already in cache, the cache controller generates no traffic for it and only the forth block
is brought in. So, it is the same with the third access. The total misses for all three access is also
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one, but with a higher look ahead, which reduces potential delay in the memory hierarchy.
2.4 Graph database
Graph databases promote high performance, flexibility and agility. Compared to relational
databases, there is a performance benefit as data sets increase in size. Relational databases are
known to perform poorly on join operations, which are essential in indexing graphs. The situ-
ation gets worse as data sets become larger. By comparison, graph queries on graph databases
maintain constant performance on large sets of data. Structured data such as tables require knowl-
edge of data to be determined at the beginning in order to connect and design a schema. Graph
databases are naturally extensible, and flexible in evolving the overall data domain. For instance,
graphs can be extended to existing schemas with new vertexes, edges and sub-graphs. Further,
graph representations of data are schema-free. This, together with the graph database’s applica-
tion programming interface, and query language makes developing and managing the application
transparent.
2.4.1 Data modelling with property graph
Our graph database uses a property graph model for its data. This model includes vertexes,
edges and properties. Vertexes are basic building blocks of a graph, and edges connect vertexes
together. Edges have directions that point from start vertexes and end vertexes. Both vertexes and
edges are grouped with different types and contain properties. Types and properties are key-value
pairs in arbitrary types and length.
Graph database storage
Figure 2.7 shows the UML diagram of graph database storage. There are the storage manager
class and storage classes in the graph database. The GraphType class is the high level graph
database manager. In the initialization of the GraphType object, a graph reader reads in all the
graph data from a file to the GraphType object. Then all the GraphType object is responsible for
all graph operations including adding and setting the data and structure of the graph. GraphType
object keeps all the storage of the graph in-memory when database is running.
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Vertex
-VertexId : unsigned int
-NextEdge : EdgePtr
-VertexLabel : LabelType
-VertexPropertyList : PropertyListType
-FirstPreviousEdge : EdgePointer
Edge
-SecondNextEdge : EdgePointer
-SecondPreviousEdge : EdgePointer
-EdgeId : unsigned int
-FirstVertex : VertexPointer
-SecondVertex : VertexPointer
-FirstNextEdge : EdgePointer
-EdgeLabel : LabeType
-EdgePropertyList : PropertyListType
-_size : unsigned int
FixedString
-_string[64] : FixedStringType
-_tail : LIstNode*
LinkedLlist
-_head : ListNode *
-_size : unsigned int
-_maxSize : unsigned int
PropertyList
-_pl : LinkedList
GraphType
-Vertices : vector<VertexPointer>
-Edges : vector<EdgePointer>
-NumberOfVertices : unsigned int
-NumberOfEdge : unsigned int
Figure 2.7: Class diagram for storage classes.
Vertex entry
Each entry of vertex is 120 bytes in length. Layout of a single entry in the vertex entry is shown in
Figure 2.8. Bytes 1 to 4 is the VertexId and each vertex has a unique id number. Bytes 9 to 16 are
the next edge field. This field stores the pointer to vertex’s immediate edge. Bytes 17 to 84 are the
vertex label field. This field stores the vertex’s label, which is capable of storing 64 characters.
Bytes 85 to 116 are the vertex property field. This field stores the vertex’s VertexPropertyList.
VertexId NextEdge VertexLabel VertexPropertyList
9..16 17..84 85..1201..8
Figure 2.8: Overview of vertex.
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Edge entry
Each entry of edge is 160 bytes in length. Layout of a single entry in the edge entry is shown in
Figure 2.9. Similar to the vertex entry, the first four bytes store the unique EdgeId. Bytes 9 to 16
and 17 to 24 fields are FirstVertex and SecondVertex denoting the start and end of an edge edge,
respectively. The following four fields are indexes to edges associated with the start and end
vertexes. They are FirstNextEdge, FirstPreviousEdge, SecondNextEdge, SecondPreviousEdge.
Take FirstPrevousEdge as an example, it stores a pointer to the previous edge according to the
first vertex. Bytes 57 to 124 represent an EdgeLabel field. It stores the edge’s group index, which
is capable of storing 64 characters. The last field, from bytes 125 to byte 156 store the edge’s
EdgePropertyList, which is dynamically allocated.
EdgeId FirstVertex
9..16
SecondVertex
17..24
FirstNextEdge
25..32
EdgePropertyList
125..160
FirstPrevEdge
33..40
secondPrevEdge
49..56
secondNextEdge
41..48
EdgeLabel
57..1241..8
Figure 2.9: Overview of edge (relationship).
Property entry
Each entry of property is 32 bytes in length. A property entry includes a linked list, and an
unsigned integer indicating the maximum size of the linked list. Each node of the linked list
contains a pair. The key and value pair of the linked list node consists of a FixedString. Each
node pair of the linked list stores a separate property value.
2.4.2 Traversal
Traversals are the most important operations in graph databases. A sample traversal to find
an immediate friends of a vertex is shown in Figure 2.10. In this example, the Filter in the
SelectionVisitor specifies the target vertex through a key-value pair. Then the query performs a
breadth-first traversal from the startVertex, and based on the “FRIENDS” type edges until the
query discovers the target vertex.
A simplified breadth-first traversal is shown in 2.11. The traversal uses two data structures, a
vector and a queue. The queue keeps the vertexes to be visited in later accesses, and the vector
of boolean indicates if the current visiting vertex has been visited. A child vertex is pushed into
the queue only when the vertex has not been visit; thus, preventing infinite loops in traversing a
cycle in a graph.
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1 S e l e c t i o n V i s i t o r v1 ;
2 f i l t P r o p e r t y ( key , va lue , v1 . g e t F i l t e r ( ) ) ;
3 t r a v e r s e T h r o u g h T y p e ( ”FRIENDS” , v1 . g e t F i l t e r ( ) ) ;
4 b r e a d t h F i r s t S e a r c h ( graph , s t a r t V e r t e x , V1 ) ;
Figure 2.10: A traversal example.
1 v i s i t e d [ r o o t ] = t rue ;
2 VertexQueue . p u s h b a c k ( r o o t ) ;
3 whi le ( ! Ver texQueue . empty ( ) ) {
4 V er t e x v = VertexQueue . f r o n t ( ) ;
5 VertexQueue . p o p f r o n t ( ) ;
6 whi le ( v . h a s N e x t C h i l d ( ) ) {
7 V er t e x c h i l d = v . n e x t C h i l d ( ) ;
8 i f ( ! v i s i t e d [ c h i l d ] ) {
9 v i s i t e d [ c h i l d ] = t rue ;
10 queue . p u s h b a c k ( c h i l d ) ;
11 }
12 }
13 }
Figure 2.11: A breadth-first traversal.
One iteration of traversal starts from grabbing the start vertex in a queue or stack. Then using
the vertexes’ and edges’ next edge field (through nextChild()), the traversal expands from the
current vertex to its edges. After evaluation by SelectionVisitor, the traversal engine makes two
decisions - whether to keep traversing or to include the current path into the result set. If the
decision is to keep on traversing the remaining graph, the iteration happens on again, but on an
newly expanded vertex. This way, traversal repeats the expansion behaviour until it reaches the
end of target graph.
The structure of traversal classes that we call traverser in the graph database is presented in
Figure 2.12. A traverser is the primary class to traverse the graph, and a traversal can either
be breadth-first or depth-first. The key member of the traverser is a graph visitor, which makes
run-time decisions when traversing a graph. Users can choose to overload the visitor class so
as to change the default decision-making logic for flexible traversing behaviour. In the previous
example, a user customizes the Filter of a Visitor by setting values to key and value. Then
by initializing a SelectionVisitor within the traverser, the visitor compare the property of each
visited vertex to determine whether to include the visiting vertex.
The prefetcher hardware requires both static and dynamic information to work properly.
Static information does not change between each run of the graph database, whereas dynamic
information changes during each execution of a query. Therefore, users must be able to set
static parameters before starting the database. In addition, the application needs to inform the
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-_size : unsigned int
FixedString
-_string[64] : FixedStringType
-_vertexId : IdType
Filter
-_edgeId : IdType
-_key : KeyType
-_value : ValueType
-_type : Type
-_direction : Direction
-_filter : Filter
Visitor
-_VertexTargetList : VertexTarget
-Visitor : GraphVisitor
Traverser
+depthFirstTraversal(GraphType&,VertexDescriptor&,Visitor&) : void
+breadthFirstTraversal(GraphType&,VertexDescriptor&,Visitor&) : void
-VertexId : unsigned int
-NextEdge : EdgePtr
-VertexLabel : LabelType
-VertexPropertyList : PropertyListType
Vertex
Figure 2.12: Class diagram for Traverser.
prefetcher hardware at run-time of any dynamic information necessary for the hardware to func-
tion correctly. This is accomplished by using magic instructions in software to notify the hard-
ware of the necessary information. In hardware, this is equivalent to introducing specific instruc-
tions in the instruction-set architecture for these purposes. For further details on the use of magic
instructions in SniperSim, please refer to the next section.
2.5 SniperSim
SniperSim [8] is a x86 simulator based on interval core model simulation. The interval core
model simulation does not simulate cycles, instead it simulates on the granularity of events on
instruction executions. Interval simulation uses an analytical model that determines the tim-
ing for each interval. Each interval includes both miss events like branch mis-predictions, cache
misses and also smooth execution for a single core. The interval analytical model add the miss la-
tency according to different miss events, which includes either independent miss mis-events and
overlapping long-latency miss events. Therefore, the abstraction level for SniperSim is higher,
allowing for faster simulation speed.
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2.5.1 Magic instructions
Magic instructions in this work use the following template as shown in Figure 2.13. The ap-
plication uses such magic instructions to pass dynamic run-time information. The simulator
recognizes these magic instructions via special xchg instructions. SniperSim intercepts these
xchg instructions and executes a predefined function that are known as hook functions. The
hooks manager in SniperSim takes control of instruction execution in this case.
1 long long simMagic ( long long cmd , long long arg0 , long long arg1 ) {
2 long long cmd = (cmd ) , arg0 = (arg0 ) , arg1 = (arg1 ) , res ;
3 a s m v o l a t i l e (
4 ”mov %1 , %%rax\n\ t ”
5 ”mov %2 , %%rbx\n\ t ”
6 ”mov %3 , %%rcx\n\ t ”
7 ” xchg %%bx , %%bx\n\ t ”
8 : ”=a ” ( res ) /∗ ou t p u t ∗ /
9 : ” g ” ( cmd ) , /∗ i n p u t ∗ /
10 ” g ” ( arg0 ) ,
11 ” g ” ( arg1 )
12 : ”%rbx” , ”%rcx” ) ; /∗ c l o bb e r ed ∗ /
13 res ;
14 }
Figure 2.13: Magic instruction.
A description of a magic instruction is as follows. The magic instruction takes three argu-
ments, cmd, arg0 and arg1. The simulator differentiates between magic instructions by different
cmd values in the register rax. Users have the flexibility in defining unique integers to this vari-
able. Both arg0 and arg1 values are in registers rbx and rcx. The application uses magic
instructions to pass two arguments to the simulator. In this way, the prefetcher receives run-time
dynamic information from the graph database application.
This work employs a subset of magic instructions available in SniperSim. These are shown
in Table 2.2. The instruction type column in the table denotes the instruction templates to imple-
ment the magic instructions. There are three magic instruction templates. A magic instruction
template ends with the number of arguments to pass to the hardware. For example, simMagic2
passes two arguments from the application to the hardware. An application passes information
through the in-line magic instruction templates.
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Instruction call Instruction type Meaning
SimRoiStart() simMagic0() Starting point of region of interest for running
the benchmark.
SimRoiEnd() simMagic0() Ending point of region of interest for running
the benchmark.
SimMarker() simMagic2() Marks different regions of queries within the re-
gion of interest.
SimGetProcId() simMagic0() Returns the process id to the application.
SimGetThreadId() simMagic0() Returns the thread id to the application.
SimUser() simMagic2() Pass dynamic information to the prefetcher.
Table 2.2: Impact of increasing cache parameters on three types of misses.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1 Big data platforms
Big data, the technology for storing, transferring and analysing large volume of data sets, is
attracting both opportunities and challenges. Big data techniques is shown to beneficial to a
wide range of industry-specific opportunities including retail, financial services, telecom and
utilities [10]. According to the study in [11], the whole big data revenue is made up of database,
computation, application, networking, services and so forth. Data storage, computation and
application holds more than 50% of the overall market segments [11].
The big data workloads impose different requirements that make traditional data processing
techniques inadequate [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. Therefore it is necessary to redesign the
current computing platforms. However, hardware platforms built for graph databases hardware
in prior works remain largely unexplored. For example, Ferdman et al. [12] explored the differ-
ence between big data server scale-out workloads and traditional desktop workloads, and gives
micro-architectural configurations based on the experimentation. Lotfi-Karmran et al. [13] [14]
presented techniques scale up processor performance for efficient server scale-out workloads,
However, their experimentations does not include any graph database related applications. Wu
et al. [15] [16] proposed hardware assisted range partitioner, and stream buffers to leverage load-
s/stores in joins operations of relational databases, but the implementation can be applied only to
relational databases. Song et al. [17] presented a new graph processing architecture. Their graph
processor uses accelerator-based node processor for sparse matrix calculations, but they did not
focused on the memory hierarchy design. Neither did they try to optimize the locality metrics
for graphs.
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3.2 Graph databases platforms
There has been sufficient study of database workloads on modern processors [19] [20]. Research
showed that processor is not leveraging database workloads the same as scientific workloads [19].
Processor performance suffers from memory stalls, among which a large proportion are last
level data cache misses. The optimization showed that, with careful design of the database and
its platform leads to order of magnitude performance improvement [15] [20]. However, these
evaluations and optimizations focused only at relational databases.
Recent research showed that graph databases have significant performance advantages over
relational databases [21] [22] on structural queries and full-text searches. However, the inherent
characteristics of graph computation makes the current computation platform less effective [23].
The challenges lie in several aspects. To begin with, graph computations are largely determined
by graph data and structures, which make it hard for the hardware to extract instruction level
parallelism. Besides, irregular structure and data in graph computations makes current processor
hard to obtain data level parallelism. Since graph traversals exhibit little spatial and temporary
locality, the memory hierarchy, especially caches proves to be ineffective [14] [23].
3.3 Graph locality models
The graph locality is the high-level characteristic of a graph, showing locality properties when
a graph search executes on a processor. Prior works in building analytical models to understand
locality in graphs take traversal-agnostic approaches [24] [25] to construct the model. Yuna et al.
presented a new metrics called the vertex distance, and use this metric to model the locality in
breadth-first graph traversals [26]. However, their exploration does not account for the interfer-
ences arising from multi-cores and parallel queries. Furthermore, they limit their exploration to
only breadth-first graph traversals and static graphs. A static graph is made up of fixed sequence
of vertexes and edges, and therefore do not evolve over time. This limitation makes it impractical
to apply this approach to graph databases, because the graph structure in graph databases may
change over time.
3.4 Graph prefetching mechanisms
Prefetching is proved to be effective technique to overcome the memory wall on modern pro-
cessors [27] [28] [29] [30]. People have developed a variety of ways of prefetching including
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both software and hardware approaches. Lee et al. confirmed that the integrated software and
hardware prefetching yield performance improvement [28]. However, most of the approaches
are confined to regular data structures such as arrays in tight loops, whereas few attempts tried
prefetchings on irregular data structures or graphs. Cooksey et al. presented a hardware data
prefetcher for irregular data structures [29], but it does not take into account the existence and
interaction of several irregular data structures, which is common in graph traversals.
A recent research proposed a SSD software-hardware integrated prefetcher for graph traver-
sals [30], which requires all the vertexes preloaded into the main memory. However, The premise
to pre-load large datasets makes it hardly qualified for processing big-data for graph databases.
Besides, the implementation focus on large scale traversals makes the prefetcher less likely to be
effective for inherent small-scale scale out workloads. Finally, the lack of evaluation on memory
hierarchy makes the potential of prefetching under-exploited.
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Chapter 4
Prefetchers
The objective of the graph-locality prefetchers (GLP)s is to exploit breadth-first traversal patterns
on graphs. The primary reason for doing this is to accelerate the performance of queries in GDBs.
We implement hardware prefetchers by introducing GLPs that extend every level of the memory
hierarchy.
4.1 An example of a property graph
We start by presenting an example to explain the data structure used in the GDB, and the man-
ner in which the GLPs speculate. The graph data structure representation in our GDB uses a
representation that is similar to the one implemented in an open-source GDB called Neo4j [3].
Figure 4.1 is an example of a property graph with 7 nodes, 8 relationships, and 10 properties.
Each circle represents a node. For example, the circle with the name “Jerry” is a node. Edges
that connect nodes are synonymous to relationships. The arrow head denotes the direction of the
relationship pointing from the start to the end node. The text on the top of the edges (relation-
ships) are relationship labels. The edge starting at the node with name “Jerry”, and ending at
node with name “Tom” is a relationship with a relationship label called “knows”. We refer to
this as “Jerry” knows “Tom”. Notice that properties of nodes are inside boxes of a circle. An
example of a property is the“name” of a node. Properties of relationships are at the bottom of
the relationships, and inside boxes. For example, the edge between “Jerry” and “Tom” has a
relationship with properties “id” and “year”. For each node that has more than one neighbour,
there is a dashed circle with a direction outside the node. The circle describes the previous and
next relationships. The arrows on a dashed circle represents the direction for traversal. That is,
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the relationships (incoming and outgoing) are linked together as a doubly-linked list. Hence, a
traversal direction can either be clockwise or counter-clockwise.
name: “Jerry”
age: 25
id: 1
name: “Tom”
age: 18
id: 434
name: “Tom”
age: 18
id: 641
name: “Mike”
age: 22
id: 149
know
s
kn
ow
s
name: “Lily”
id: 411
name: “Jack”
id: 249
gender: “M”
brother
knows
knows
know
s
name: “UW”
type: school
id: 977
work_in
id: 723
year: 1
id: 626year: 2
id: 551
id: 390
id:
 1
30
id: 2
41
id: 339
id: 700 study_in
Figure 4.1: An example property graph.
For simplicity, we will denote a node with its “id” property prefixed with the character “N”.
Similarly, for relationships we prefix the relationship “id” with the character “R”. For the graph
in Figure 4.1, N1 knows N434 and N641, in which N1 has known N434 for one year (note the
“year” property with value 1. Likewise, N149 and N411 know N1, N249 knows N411, N1 works
in N977 for at least two years, N249 studies in N977, and N434 is the brother of N249.
In this property graph, there are two types of nodes: the person node, and the school node.
Properties for nodes include id, name, age, gender and type. Each node can have an arbitrary
number and types of properties. These are represented using a list of key-value pairs. The id
property of the node represents the node id. Thus, node N1 has id 1, and it is also the first node
in the node graph entries. There are four types of relationships, knows, brother, work in, and
study in. Properties for relationships are year and id. Similar to the node, the id property of the
relationship is the same as the relationship id.
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4.1.1 Memory layout
Unlike conventional prefetchers, the hardware prefetchers for graphs use information about the
data that they prefetch to make predictions. They use this data to discover the next data to
prefetch. Consequently, it is important the memory layout of nodes and edges.
We depict the layout for node and relationship entries in Figure 4.2. Note that we use indexes
instead of pointer addresses to describe the connections; however, in our implementation we use
the addresses of the associated objects. For a node, the fields shown in a single entry include the
VertexId, NextEdge and NextProp as described in the background chapter with Figure 2.8. The
VertexId represents the node id, the NextEdge is a pointer to the first relationship, and NextProp
is a pointer to the first property in the property list. For the relationship, the fields shown in
a single entry include EdgeId, FirstVertex, SecondVertex, FirstNextEdge, FirstPrevEdge, Sec-
ondNextEdge, SecondPrevEdge and NextProp as described with in Figure 2.9. Once again, the
EdgeId is the identifier for the relationship, and NextProp is a pointer to the first property in the
property list for that edge. Recall that property lists are key-value paired lists. FirstVertex, and
SecondVertex are pointers to the start (first) and end (second) nodes/vertexes. The FirstNextEdge
and FirstPrevEdge are pointers to edges from the perspective of the FirstVertex. The same applies
to the SecondNextEdge and SecondPrevEdge for the SecondVertex. We limit our discussion to
nodes and edges because our hardware prefetchers currently does not exploit any prefetching
potential for properties. Similarly, we omit the label field in the node file and relationship en-
tries, because they are not currently used in our prefetcher; although, future incarnations of the
prefetcher may be able to leverage them.
To illustrate the relation between the memory layout and the graph, we give an example us-
ing N1, R723 and N434 using the example in Figure 4.1. In the graph, N1 knows N434 through
R723. In terms of node entries, the first relationship pointers for N1 and N434 point to R723.
We can see this from Figure 4.2 where N1’s and N434’s NextEdge field refers to the relationship
R723. In terms of relationship entries, R723 connects N1 to N434. The relationship entry en-
codes this using the following fields: FirstVertex, SecondVertex, FirstNextEdge, FirstPrevEdge,
SecondNextEdge, SecondPrevEdge and NextProp. The FirstVertex field of R723 points to N1,
and SecondVertex field of R723 pointers to the destination node N434. This is because the di-
rection of R723 is from N1 to N434 resulting in the FirstVertex being N1 and the SecondVertex
being N434. For a relationship, the fields that point to the next edges are based on the perspec-
tive of either the FirstVertex or SecondVertex. This means that the FirstNextEdge is the next
edge after R723 from the perspective of N1, and the SecondNextEdge is the next edge from the
perspective of N434. In Figure 4.2, a value of −1 denotes that the entry is not set. N1 has a
clockwise traversal direction, and N434 has a counter-clockwise traversal direction. These di-
rections are important in discovering the next relationships of the current node. For example,
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1 723 P
...
149 130 P
...
249 551 P
...
411 339 P
...
434 723 P
...
641 700 P
...
977 626 P
...
id: 1
id: 149
id: 249
id: 411
id: 434
id: 641
id: 977 723 Pid: 723 4341 626 -1 -1551
...
700 Pid: 700 6411 130 339 -1-1
...
626 Pid: 626 9771 339 723 -1390
...
551 Pid: 551 249434 -1 723 -1390
...
...
390 Pid: 390 977249 241 551 626-1
...
339 Pid: 339 1411 241 -1 626700
...
241 Pid: 241 411249 -1 390 339-1
...
130 Pid: 130 1149 -1 -1 700-1
...
node relationship
VertexId NextEdge NextProp
EdgeId FirstVertex SecondVertex FirstNextEdge FirstPrevEdge SecondNextEdge SecondPrevEdge nextProp
Figure 4.2: Node and relationship entries memory layout.
R723’s FirstNextEdge points to R626, and FirstPreviousEdge is -1. This is correct because the
next edge from the perspective of N1 is R626, and there is no previous edge. For N434, the
SecondNextEdge points to R552, and SecondPreviousEdge is -1. This is also correct because
the counter-clockwise direction for N434 means that the next edge from the perspective of N434
is R551. These directions are not pre-defined. They are determined during the process of popu-
lating the graph.
4.1.2 Sample query and access analysis
We use the example in Figure 4.1 to demonstrate the traversal when a query is performed. We
will use a simple query that does a traditional breadth-first traversal as shown in Figure 4.3 on
the graph. The objective of the query is to discover the names of all N1’s immediate (1-hop)
neighbours. This is an example of finding ones immediate friends in a social network.
Lines 1 and 2 initialize the two data structures used in the traversal, and the first node is
pushed into the VertexQueue The traversal starts with line 3 of the while loop. The first access
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1 r o o t . v i s i t e d = t rue ;
2 VertexQueue . p u s h b a c k ( r o o t ) ;
3 whi le ( ! Ver texQueue . empty ( ) ) {
4 V er t e x v = VertexQueue . f r o n t ( ) ;
5 VertexQueue . p o p f r o n t ( ) ;
6 whi le ( v . h a s N e x t C h i l d ( ) ) {
7 V er t e x c h i l d = v . n e x t C h i l d ( ) ;
8 c h e c k P r o p e r t y ( c h i l d ) ;
9 }
10 }
Figure 4.3: The breadth-first traversal.
is N1 with the assumption that N1 is in the front of the queue (inserted as root). Line 4 removes
the vertex from the VertexQueue, and line 5 checks whether there is a child node for the current
node. In the case of N1, it does have children nodes. Line 6 takes the first child according to
its NextEdge field, and line 7 checks the property of the node accordingly. Then the while loop
continues until it reaches the last neighbor of N1. Hence, the access pattern resulting from this
traversal interleaves accesses to node, relationship and property accesses. Since the traversal
uses breadth-first, all accesses are on N1’s neighbors, and there is no access to N249. Accesses
to relationships are in the following sequence: R723, R626, R339, R700 and R130. The total
access pattern for this breadth-first search instruction by instruction is shown in Table 4.1. The
P-N in the table stands for the access to properties of the node.
Line Memory accesses
4 N1
5-7 1st iteration R723 N434 P-N434
5-7 2nd iteration R626 N977 P-N977
5-7 3rd iteration R339 N411 P-N411
5-7 4th iteration R700 N641 P-N641
5-7 5th iteration R130 N149 P-N149
Table 4.1: Graph entry accesses in the sample query.
This simple breadth-first traversal shows little locality in the access pattern. There is only
some locality inside each node, relationship and property object. For example in line 7, the
processor loads the whole name of a neighbouring node in order to do a property match. If the
name of a node is larger than the size of a word, then the processor needs to launch several loads
in order to retrieve all the contents in the “name”. Of all the loads launched by the processor,
only the first load is involved in migrating the cache line of property in the memory hierarchy.
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The following loads get the property data for free because of the locality. However, no such
locality exists between node accesses. Unlike the previous case where data is aligned closely
together, node and relationship entries are distributed in memory. Since each single node or
relationship object is larger than a cache line, one access to a member field does not yield any
“free data” for the later accesses. We believe that as GDBs continue to receive read and write
requests, the memory placement of the entries may change resulting in fragmentation in memory.
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that entries spatially close are actually connected in the graph.
Hence, we believe that breadth-first traversal on large graphs will render poor spatial locality as
illustrated with this example.
4.2 Graph-locality Prefetchers
The graph-locality prefetcher (GLP) architecture makes use of buffer containers. These are con-
tainers that hold node and relationship data. Buffer controllers manage the movement of data in
and out of the buffers. The buffer containers are currently fully-associative caches. In principle,
graph-locality prefetchers are similar to conventional cache prefetchers in that GLPs can also be
used at multiple levels in the hierarchy. Therefore, we can have level-1 GLP, level-2 GLP, and
so on. Note that graph data (nodes and relationships) that do not reside in the GLP buffers end
up being retrieved in the cache. This means that a miss in the GLP forces the cache hierarchy to
retrieve the graph data. In this work, we focus on prefetching nodes and relationships. Hence,
we introduce buffers for nodes and relationships. We do not address properties at the moment.
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doPrediction
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isPrefetch
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next level GLP 
node controller
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Figure 4.4: Graph-locality prefetcher architecture.
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4.2.1 Graph-locality Prefetcher Architecture
We present the overall GLP architecture in Figure 4.4. The major components of the GLP include
registers, a predictor, a candidate buffer, and a request initiator. The registers, their sizes and their
purpose is listed in Table 4.2.
Register Number Size Purpose
RGLP1 8B Stores the start node address.
RGLP2 2B Offset register to retrieve the address of the FirstVertex in a relation-
ship entry.
RGLP3 2B Offset register to index the SecondVertex in a relationship entry.
RGLP4 2B Offset register to index the FirstPreviousEdge in a relationship en-
try.
RGLP5 2B Offset register to index the SecondPreviousEdge on a relationship.
RGLP6 2B Offset register to index the FirstNextEdge in a relationship entry.
RGLP7 2B Offset register to index the SecondNextEdge in a relationship entry.
Table 4.2: Registers in GLP.
The GLP needs a starting address to begin its prefetching and prediction. This starting ad-
dress is typically the address of the start node of the query. We extend the ISA to introduce three
special instructions.
The first instruction is a move instruction that moves contents from a general purpose register
to a GLP register. For example, setting the start node register employs this instruction. However,
it can also be used to set offsets for other offset registers. The second instruction notifies the
prefetcher that the start node register has valid data, and the GLP may begin prefetching. This
initiates the prefetcher to make its predictions and start with prefetching. Since GLPs are specific
to graph traversals, we must disable its use when workloads are not performing queries on the
GDBs. This is where the third special instruction informs the GLP to terminate the prefetching.
This is beneficial because it will reduce unnecessary traffic on the memory interconnect.
The other registers listed in Table 4.2 are offset registers. These offset registers indicate the
distance from the starting address of a either a node or relationship object, and the respective
field that is of interest. For example, the offset register RGLP2 contains the distance in bytes
from the base address of the relationship object. This allows the GLP to inspect the relationship
object and retrieve the contents correctly. Note that these are GLP registers because it is possible
that different implementations of the GDB may have varying offsets. These can be configured
via special instructions dedicated to send information to the GLP.
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GLP controller
The GLP controller orchestrates all components of the GLP. We describe the controller’s oper-
ation using the circled numbers in Figure 4.4. There are several signals that the GLP controller
manages in order to execute the policy These signals are read, fill, doPrediction, and isPrefetch.
Please note that the GLP at each level in the hierarchy works in the same way. We describe the
operation of the GLP using Figure 4.4. The numbers in the figure correspond to the explanation
of its operation as listed next.
1. When the core performs a load on any memory access, the read signal to the GLP is
asserted, and the address is provided on the address bus. The GLP checks whether the
address exists in the GLP buffers by doing a tag match, and updates the corresponding age
information for the replacement policy.
2. If the address is found in the GLP, this is a hit in the GLP. The doPrediction signal is
asserted with the value stored in the status bit (SB).
3. If the SB is 0, the predictor does not make any predictions; however, if the SB is 1, then the
predictor will make predictions based on the prefetch policy. When SB is 1, the predictor
will use the data that resulted in a hit to discover additional addresses to insert in the node
and/or relationship candidate buffer. After supplying the SB to the doPrediction signal,
the SB for the corresponding data is cleared.
4. On every memory access, the request initiator retrieves data from the addresses inserted
in the candidate buffers. The number of prefetches launched depends on the degree for
the prefetcher. If the candidate buffers are empty, then no prefetches are performed. If
there are candidates in both node and relationship candidate buffers, then prefetches are
initiated from both the candidate buffers. These initiated prefetches result in reads to the
lower-level GLPs, and in doing so we assert the isPrefetch signal to 1. This is to inform
the lower-level GLPs that this request if from the prefetching, and not a demand-fetch from
the core. This is important because when isPrefetch is 1, the lower-level predictor does
not make predictions. This means that doPrediction for the lower-level GLP is set to 0
irrespective of the SB for the requested data. However, if isPrefetch is 0, then the request
is coming from the core; therefore, allow the predictor for the lower-level GLP to perform
predictions if it is a hit in this level, and the SB is 1.
5. Upon receiving a response for the prefetch requests from either the lower-level GLPs or
the main memory, the new data fills an entry in the buffer and the SB is set to 1.
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6. A miss on the GLP occurs when the address provided on a read does not match the tags in
the buffer. This initiates a fill request from the lower-level GLPs by asserting the fill signal.
When the data corresponding to the address is found in the lower-level GLP, it is brought
in to the current level. Notice that we do not change the SB. Also note that multiple levels
of the GLP buffers are inclusive.
7. If there is a miss in all levels of the GLP, then this will result in requesting the data through
the cache hierarchy.
Predictor
The predictor is the core module of the prefetcher that implements the prefetch policy. The
prefetch policy determines the data to be prefetched. This is done by adding the addresses as-
sociated with the data to be prefetched into the candidate buffer. The candidate buffer is a first-
in-first-out (FIFO) buffer of fixed size to hold addresses. Notice that there is a candidate buffer
for nodes and a separate one for relationships. These addresses are the addresses from where to
prefetch data. The request initiator is responsible for transmitting prefetch signals as loads to the
next level of the memory hierarchy with the addresses from the candidate buffer.
NREG
GLPRF
NCB ...
addr read
1
isPrefetch
1
doPrediction
data
>>
addMshr
1 2
3
Figure 4.5: Prediction hardware for nodes.
The predictor design has logic for nodes as well as for relationships. We describe the node
controllers operation using the circled numbers as shown in Figure 4.5. The numbers in the figure
correspond to the explanation of its operation as listed next.
1. The node predictor only operate when the doPrediction signal is enabled by the controller,
and the requested address was a hit in either the node or relationship buffer. If it is a hit in
the node buffer, we insert the data that was found in the node buffer into register NREG.
2. We strip the NextEdge bytes from the register by using the offset register, which we insert
into the node candidate buffer (NCB).
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3. if the node predictor is doing a distance of 2 prefetch, also sends the NextEdge fields using
addMshr to the MSHR.
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RCB ...
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addr read
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GLPMSHR
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1
addr addr
...
data 1
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Figure 4.6: Prediction hardware for relationships.
Figure 4.6 shows the hardware for predicting relationships.
1. Once again, the relationship predictor only operate when doPrediction signal is enabled.
The data for the hit is stored in RREG, which includes only four fields from the relationship
object.
2. The four fields are splitted using input from GLPRF. The four fields include FirstVertex
(FV), First-NextEdge (FN), SecondVertex (SV), and SecondNextEdge (SN) fields.
3. We use addrSnoop to send the FV address for a tag match to the node buffer.
4. If this is a hit, then hitSnoop is enabled, and we insert FN into the RCB. At the same time,
we insert SV into NCB.
5. If the distance of the GLP is 2, then we insert FN into the GLPMSHR. This is based on
the speculation that the direction of the breadth-first traversal will require the next relation-
ship, from the perspective of the node denoted by FirstVertex, and once a relationship is
accessed, its target node is always accessed.
We repeat this by sending the SV on addrSnoop, and if there is a hit, then we insert the SN
into the RCB and FV into NCB. This completes the description of the prediction policy and its
corresponding logic.
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The miss status holding register (GLPMSHR) allows the GLP to wait for prior prefetch re-
quests to complete before performing a prediction that uses prefetched data. This is essential
for graph data prefetching because the addresses are contained within the data itself. We use the
GLPMSHR for prefetches that have a distance of 2. A GLPMSHR entry has two fields, a indi-
cator field and an edge field. The indicator field gives an indication to the predictor to prefetch
according to the traversal from either the start or the end node. If the field is NULL, the predictor
prefetches according to both nodes.
There are different logic when for node predictor and relationship predictor to insert into
GLPMSHR. According to the previous section, node predictor inserts the NextEdge field into
the GLPMSHR. In doing so, Node predictor also insert the address of current node in NREG.
This is the same when relationship predictor inserts FN or SN fields. In this way, FN and FV are
inserted together, SN and SV are inserted together. With the additional address on the vertex, the
relationship predictor can pick direction to prefetch from its indicator field. For example, if the
vertex matches with the FV field, the relationship predictor prefetches prefetches only FN and
SV. This avoids additional traffic on the other direction.
4.2.2 Prefetching parameters
All of the proposed prefetchers are customizable in two ways: in their distance, and their degree.
The prefetch distance for the proposed prefetchers is the number of hops to traverse from the
current node or relationship before settling on either a node or relationship to prefetch from. For
example, a distance of two for a node means that we first insert the address of the NextEdge
relationship into the candidate buffer. Once the relationship is retrieved, its next edges (First and
Second) are added into the candidate buffers.
The prefetch degree is a parameter used to select the number of addresses from the candidate
buffers to prefetch the data from. For example, a prefetch degree of 2 means that the top two
candidates in the candidate buffers are marked as addresses for prefetching. The request initiator
would take these two addresses and initiate prefetches.
4.2.3 Prefetch policies
In order to remedy the poor locality in graph queries, we developed different prefetch policies
that attempt to leverage graph locality. We explore three different graph-locality policies: GLP1-
simple, GLP2-aggressive, and GLP3-advanced. Note that for each of these we also vary the
degree, which amounts to the number of consecutive prefetch candidates retrieved consecutively
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from the candidate buffer. Note that for each of these policies, the hardware architecture remains
the same, and only the policy changes.
Conventional prefetchers use the history of addresses accessed, and the hits on the data
prefetched to predict future prefetches. We believe that effective prefetchers for graphs must
be fundamentally different in that they must prefetch based on the data that is retrieved. This is
unlike conventional prefetchers that do not peek into the data that is retrieved. Hence, GLP1 and
GLP2 are preliminary versions of prefetchers that inspect the data being prefetched to determine
the data to be prefetched in the future.
All graph-locality prefetch policies begin by using the address in the start node register as
an initial address. Recall that we introduce two special instructions that engage the GLPs during
queries on the GDBs. The first instruction is placed at the beginning of the traversal to update the
start node register, and to signal the GLP to initiate its prefetching logic. The second instruction
informs the GLP to terminate prefetching, which is placed at the end of the query.
Graph-locality prefetching policies do not simply rely on the addresses provided by the core
requests. Instead, they must inspect the data being prefetched to determine future candidates
for prefetching. Graph-locality prefetcher 1 (GLP1-simple) is our first attempt at exploiting the
breadth-first traversal for effective prefetching. Our intuition is that if we can accurately predict
the breadth-first traversal via prefetching, then whenever the query performs the traversal the
requested data will result in hits in the GLP buffers. Notice that the data used for prefetching
is different for nodes, and for relationships. For example, when the start node is accessed, the
entire node object is retrieved into the GLP buffers. The node object only contains three fields:
the VertexId, and the NextEdge, and NextProp addresses. The graph-locality prefetching policy
inspects the node object arriving into the GLP buffer, and inserts the address of the NextEdge
into the relationship candidate buffer. This means that a potential candidate for prefetching would
now contain the relationship connected to the start node. Note that this is not spatial locality, but
instead it is using the structure of the graph to prefetch data.
Suppose that instead of the node a relationship is accessed. The relationship consists of
multiple addresses in its object such as the FirstVertex, SecondVertex, FirstNextEdge, Second-
NextEdge, FirstPreviousEdge, and SecondPreviousEdge. The prefetch policy adds the relevant
addresses from the relationship object into the relationship candidate buffers. However, our ob-
jective is to follow the breadth-first traversal; therefore, we only insert a subset of these addresses
into their candidate buffers. To determine which of these to insert in the candidate buffers, we
have the following two cases:
1. For the accessed relationship, if the FirstVertex points to a node that is already in the
GLP buffer, then we insert the FirstNextEdge of the FirstVertex node into the relationship
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candidate buffer. Then we use the accessed relationship’s SecondVertex address to add it
into the node candidate buffer. We determine these candidates based on the speculation
that the FirstVertex is the node that the breadth-first traversal is currently processing. As
a result, the likelihood of accessing next relationship exiting the FirstVertex is considered
alongside that its target (the SecondVertex) will also be important.
2. The second case is the same as the first except that the SecondVertex points to a node that is
found in the GLP buffer. Then the addresses for the SecondNextEdge and the FirstVertex
are added to their respective candidate buffers.
The above explanation assumes that the distance parameter for the GLP is set to 1. However,
in the event that the distance is larger than 1, the GLPs perform the same behaviour except they
perform multiple hops. Using the graph-locality prefetching policy described above, we derive
three GLPs that we call GLP1-simple, GLP2-aggressive, and GLP3-advanced. The parameters
for each of the GLPs, and their unique properties are described next.
• GLP1-simple: The distance is set to 1. This is the simplest graph-locality prefetcher that
we explore.
• GLP2-aggressive: The distance is arbitrary, but for empirical evaluation we set this to
a value of 2. This graph-locality prefetcher follows an aggressive policy by performing
multiple hops before determining the candidates addresses.
• GLP3-advanced: The distance is also arbitrary much like GLP2-aggressive, but we set it
to 2 for our evaluation. Additionally, we use the first of the special instructions to update
the start node register on every node access. This initiates a prediction based on the node
address in the start node address.
We admit that there are other variations of graph-locality prefetchers that we can develop, but
we reserve that as a part of our future exploration.
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Chapter 5
Results
We use a micro-architectural simulator called Snipersim [8] to develop the proposed hardware
prefetchers, and compare against conventional prefetchers. We follow Intel’s Xeon Gainestown
architecture with the processor frequency of 2.66 GHz, and we currently only focus on single
core setups. The core model is an in-order core with one-way dispatch width. This configuration
has three levels in its cache hierarchy. Each cache has a 64 byte cache line, and employs least-
recently used replacement policy. We have the following four classes of configurations.
• Cache only. This configuration uses a three-level cache hierarchy. No prefetchers are
enabled.
• Graph-locality Prefetchers (GLP)s. All GLP configurations include the cache hierarchy
and a three-level GLP hierarchy. We assume that all levels use the same prefetch policy,
and we experiment with the three policies we develop. Overall, we maintain the same
capacity of storage buffers as in the cache only configuration. This means we take capacity
away from the caches, and assign it to the GLP buffers; thereby, ensuring that the total
capacity used for storage remains the same across all experiments.
• Global History Buffer (GHB). This configuration uses the cache hierarchy, but adds the
global history buffer prefetcher.
• Stream prefetcher (STR). This configuration augments the cache hierarchy with a stream
prefetcher. This is added in all three levels of the memories.
Table 5.1 present the cache parameters for the cache only, and the cache with GHB and STR
prefetchers. Table 5.2 shows the parameters for the caches with the prefetchers as well. The sizes
of the caches and buffers for GLPs are shown in Table 5.3.
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Cache Size Associativity Relationship to cores
L1 I-cache 32KB 4 way private
L1 D-cache 64KB 8 way private
L2 Cache 512KB 8 way private
L3 Cache 8MB 16 way shared
Table 5.1: Cache parameters for the cache only, and cache with GHB and STR prefetchers.
Configurations L1 L2 L3
Cache only L1-D cache, L1-I cache L2 cache L3 cache
Cache + STR L1 + STR L2 + STR L3 + STR
Cache + GHB L1 + GHB L2 + GHB L3 + GHB
Cache + GLP1-simple L1 + GLP L2 + GLP L3 + GLP
Cache + GLP2-aggressive L1 + GLP L2 + GLP L3 + GLP
Cache + GLP3-advanced L1 + GLP L2 + GLP L3 + GLP
Table 5.2: Cache and prefetchers for the configurations.
We also present the GLP buffer configurations Table 5.4. The baseline prefetcher has both
prefetch degree and distance equal to 1. The outstanding prefetching candidate buffer for each
type of store files holds 30 entries. The L1 GLP buffer holds entry size of 115 for node and
relationship entries, and L2 holds 935 for each. The L3 buffer holds 1870 entries and is shared.
In the cache and buffer integrated architectures, both prefetchers or buffers can be deactivated.
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Cache/Buffer Size Associativity Relationship to cores
L1 I-cache 32KB 4 way private
L1 D-cache 32KB 8 way private
L2 Cache 256KB 8 way private
L3 Cache 8MB 16 way shared
Table 5.3: Cache and GLP buffer parameters for GLP configurations.
GLP Buffer N/R buffer size N/R candidate size Total size Relationship to cores
L1 Buffer 115/115 30/30 32KB private
L2 Buffer 935/935 30/30 256KB private
L3 Buffer 1870/1870 30/30 512KB shared
Table 5.4: Buffer configurations.
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5.1 GDBench
We deploy queries from a graph database benchmark called GDBench [9] to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the hardware prefetchers. The data schema of this benchmark is shown in Figure 5.1.
This data schema includes two entities: persons and web pages. For each of these it has its own
node type. There are also two types of relationships: friend and like. The friend relationship
exists between person to person, and like relationship exists between person and web page. A
person can be identified by an identifier pid, name, age, and the his/her location. These are the
person node properties. The properties of a webpage include a webpage identifier wpid, URL,
and the creation date of the webpage. In the properties, the name, the age, the location and the
creation date are optional fields.
The GDBench data set uses a data schema in Figure 5.1. The figure is reproduced from
GDBench. There are two types of nodes, the person and the web page. Friend relationships link
nodes together and webpage relationships link person to web pages together. A person node has
four fields, pid, name, age and location, in which age and location are optional fields. A webpage
node has three fields, wpid, url and date.
Person
friend
Webpagelike
pid
name
age
location
wpid
url
date
Figure 5.1: Data schema of GDBench.
The authors of GDBench provide their source code for generating graph data. There are two
options for the generation of the graphs: normal distribution and power-law distribution. We
noticed that the generator provided by GDBench organizes its data in an ordered manner. For
instance, the nodes are sequentially generated and produced in the data input file. Loading such
an input file into our graph database shows that benefits from spatial locality are good. This is
because the graph has not evolved over time with updates and changes. Hence the position of
the node and edges are in somewhat contiguous blocks of memory. We believe that in a long-
running graph database, this would not be the case, and nodes and edges may be distributed in the
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memory. We simulate this effect by re-organizing the data input file for nodes and relationships
in a random fashion.
The queries associated with GDBench represent what may be considered typical workloads
on social network queries. All the queries descriptions and types are in Table 5.5. The are a total
of 13 queries, and each query checks for random nodes at runtime. Based on the characteristics
of the workloads, we classify them into five query types: select, adjacency, reachability, pattern
matching, and summarization. We also add an additional query (14) to perform a traditional
breadth-first traversal on the graph. Performance of the traversal algorithm is important because
breadth-first traversals are the de-facto standard pattern of traversing the graph in all the queries.
Q Description Type
1 Get all the persons having a name N. Select
2 Get all the persons who like a given webpage W. Adjacency
3 Get the webpages that person P likes. Adjacency
4 Get the name of the person with a given PID. Select
5 Get the friends of the friends of a given person P. Reachability
6 Get the webpages liked by the friends of a given person P. Reachability
7 Get persons that like a webpage which a person P likes. Reachability
8 Is there a connection (path) between persons P1 and P2. Reachability
9 Get the shortest path between persons P1 and P2. Reachability
10 Get the common friends between persons P1 and P2. Pattern matching
11 Get the common webpages that persons P1 and P2 likes. Pattern matching
12 Get the number of friends of a person P. Summarization
13 Breadth-first traversal. Algorithm
Table 5.5: The queries of GDBench with their description and classification.
To run the benchmark, we load the graph data resulting from GDBench’s generator into our
graph database. This is the initialization phase of the GDB. This includes creating nodes and
relationships in the GDB, and also associating them with their properties. Then, we execute
the queries in sequence. When the queries finish, we generate reports with the statistics and
terminate the simulation run. In order to use SniperSim, we augment the benchmark application
with magic instructions. These magic instructions allow us to provide the start node address, and
the terminate signal to the prefetchers. Additionally, we insert the region of interest markers,
so as to ensure that the simulator records the execution sequence of queries only, and ignores
other stages such as initialization. This is because our focus is on improving the performance of
queries.
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5.1.1 Query groupings
We implemented the queries using our GDB for the GDBench benchmark suite. We group
these queries according to their implementation, which is dependent on the visitors used. This
is important because the visitor determines the amount of work and graph accesses done. The
queries from GDBench are grouped as follows.
• SelectionVisitor: Q1, Q4, Q13. These queries employ the standard breadth-first traversal.
Q1 and Q4 traverse the graph until a certain property is found. Q13 traverses the entire
graph in a breadth-first fashion.
• AdjacencyVisitor: Q2, Q3, Q12. These queries only check for properties within 1 hop
distance. For example, Q2 checks the number of people that like a particular website.
• ReachabilityVisitor: Q5, Q6, Q7. These queries traverse the graph for a hop distance of 2.
For example, Q5 retrieves the names of friends of friends of a given person.
• PathVisitor: Q8, Q9. These queries collect and return the path from one node to another.
For example, Q8 finds a path between two persons.
• PatternVisitor: Q10, Q11. These queries return the names of persons that have a certain
pattern between them. For example, Q10 retrieves the names of common friends between
two persons.
5.2 Experimental results
We launch two groups of experiments on the architecture with a conventional memory hierar-
chy without prefetchers, and another with prefetchers (both conventional ones and the ones we
propose). We use GDGenerator [9] to generate the data set for execution. The parameters for
generation are 1,000 nodes, 50% of nodes are people, and 50% of nodes are webpages. The
friend and the like relationships follow the power-law distribution. All experiments execute the
same graph queries. All queries run starting with a cold cache, which simulates the big-data plat-
form where queries may not be related to each other. We expect that when cores are dedicated
to a subset of graph databases, that there would be residual data from prior accesses that later
could potentially leverage. GDBench uses a random number generator for picking the target for
queries. For each single query, we use the breadth-first traversal to complete the search. Thus,
there are in total 13 queries.
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Figure 5.2: Cache hit rate comparison for different levels.
5.2.1 Cache only results
We present Figure 5.2 that shows the hit rates for data corresponding to nodes, relationships and
all other data at each level of cache in the memory hierarchy. It can be observed that the hit rate
for NR data is lower than that of other accesses in the L1 cache. This means that whenever the
core makes accesses to NR data, it results in the stalling of the processor pipeline. Therefore,
queries that have a large number of proportion of NR accesses endure larger performance degra-
dation. To establish this, we present Figure 5.3 that shows the access rate for the L1 cache split
into node, relationship and other accesses. This figure shows that for Q1, Q4, Q13, Q3, Q12, Q8
and Q9 have a larger proportion of NR accesses (higher than 4%). Furthermore, Figure 5.5 and
Figure 5.6 show that the NR access rates in L2 and L3 are large. This occurs only if they are
misses in the L1 cache. Hence, we would conclude that these queries will perform worse than
the others such as Q2, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q10, and Q11. Using Figure 5.4, we identify that all queries
other than Q2 show an instruction-per cycle (IPC) performance that is higher than Q1, Q4, Q13,
Q3, Q12, Q8 and Q9. The reason for Q2 to be the anomaly is simply that this query makes very
few accesses to all data (NR and other). Therefore, the latency is dominated by cold misses in
the cache.
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Figure 5.3: Cache only L1 performance.
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Figure 5.4: Cache only performance.
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Figure 5.5: Cache only L2 performance.
5.2.2 GLP1-simple results
Figure 5.7 shows the performance of the cache when GLP1-simple was added. We add two
variations of GLP1-simple with degree 1 and degree 2. We observe that by adding GLP1-simple,
the performance of the cache improves. This is certainly the case for GLP1-simple with degree 2,
but not for all queries with GLP1-simple with degree 1. This is because degree 1 does not bring
in a large number of NR accesses into the GLP buffers. Hence, a significant portion of them
continue to be fetched into the caches. We can see this from Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 where
GLP1-simple with degree 1 has higher number of node and relationship accesses going to the
cache as opposed to GLP1-simple with degree 2. Further, Figure 5.10 shows that even though
the hit rate for GLP1-simple with degree 1 is higher than degree to in L1 buffer, the number
of accesses to NR is significantly larger. Moreover, since we retain the overall capacity of the
memory at each level, the cache sizes are also smaller when GLP1-simple is added. However,
the IPC shows that by adding GLP1-simple to the memory hierarchy, the performance improved
with the lowest improvement being 6% in Q8 and Q9 (ignoring the light-weighted Q2, which
performance stays the same) and the largest being 38% in Q4.
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Figure 5.6: Cache only L3 performance.
5.2.3 GLP2-aggressive, GLP3-advanced, and speedup comparisons
Figure 5.11 shows that the IPC when using GLP3-advanced performs better than GLP2-agg-
ressive, and both of these do better than GLP1-simple. This holds for both degrees 1 and 2. As
before, for the same GLP degree 2 outperforms degree 1, which is because the buffer access ratio
increases as the degree increases as shown in the figure. However, GLP1-simple with degree 1
experiences performance degradation in Q13, Q8 and Q9. This is because GLP1-simple with
degree 1 is not capturing a sufficiently large number of NR accesses, and the cache sizes are
smaller. This results in degraded performance.
Figure 5.11 also shows that the buffer access ratio for GLP3-advanced degree 2 is lower
than the other degree 2 GLPs. This is because in order to implement GLP3-advanced, we added
magic instructions to pass the node address for every node, which result in additional memory
instructions. This causes there to be more number of memory accesses in total for that query;
however, the number of buffer accesses remain the same. This is an artifact of the manner in
which magic instructions are implemented. If we were to implement instructions in the ISA to
perform these operations, we would not suffer this reduction in buffer access ratio.
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Figure 5.7: GLP1-simple performance with degree 1 and 2 compared with cache only.
5.2.4 Comparison with traditional prefetchers
Figure 5.12 shows an important limitation of traditional prefetchers. This graph shows that even
when increasing the degree for both GHB and STR, the speedup is not significantly larger. Hence,
this shows that traditional prefetchers are unable to capture the graph-locality effectively because
graph-locality have irregular access patterns that can only be observed by inspecting the data.
Nonetheless, traditional prefetchers show an improvement in performance over not using any
prefetchers. We observed that for stream prefetcher, the lowest IPC speed up being 6% in Q8
and Q9, and highest being 27% in Q4. On average, the performance improvement is 13%. For
GHB prefetcher, the lowest IPC speed up being 4% in Q8 and Q9, and highest being 26% in Q1
and Q4. The average performance improvement for GHB is 10%.
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Figure 5.8: Nodes request comparison.
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Figure 5.9: Relationship request comparison.
5.2.5 Comparison of GLPs against traditional prefetchers
Figure 5.13 shows that GLPs are resulting in improved performance than traditional prefetchers.
This is with the exception of Q2, Q3, and Q12. The reason for this is because these queries em-
ploy the AdjacencyVisitor, which explores only a single-hop distance in the graph. Furthermore,
the graph does not have nodes that have a large number of neighbours one hop away. As a result,
the number of accesses to graph data is low.
Another reason that STR performs better in Q2 and Q3 is that the stream prefetcher results
in hits with non-NR accesses as shown in Figure 5.14. This is confirmed by observing a close
to 100% hit rate in GLP3 L1 buffers. Note that L1 non-NR hit rate for STR and GLP3 are the
same, and L3 GLP3 non-NR hit rate is 0 across all queries. For Q12, GLP does as well as STR
because the nodes have larger number of one-hop neighbours than the nodes in Q2 and Q3.
Aside from Q2, Q3, and Q12, the remaining queries yield a minimum improvement of 5%
in Q7 and Q11, and a maximum improvement of 25% in Q8 when compared to STR, and a
minimum of 2% in Q3 and maximum of 31% in Q4 over GHB.
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Figure 5.10: GLP1-simple performance for node and relationship.
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Figure 5.11: Buffer access ratio and speed up comparison.
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Figure 5.12: Speed up comparison of traditional prefetchers.
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Figure 5.13: Speed up comparison of GLPs with traditional prefetchers.
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Figure 5.14: L2 hit rate comparison of GLP3 with STR.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we proposed hardware prefetchers specially designed to accelerate memory ac-
cesses for queries on graph databases. These prefetchers exploited graph-locality during breadth-
first traversals. The key insight these prefetchers used was to inspect the data in order to make
predictions of what data to prefetch next. In doing this, we presented three variations of our
graph-locality prefetchers. Additionally, we experimented with degree 1 and degree 2 for prefet-
ching. We compared with a traditional cache hierarchy with no prefetchers, and also one with
GHB and STR prefetchers. Our results showed that GLP3-advanced performs between 11% and
39% better than the traditional cache hierarchy. In addition, the GLP3-advanced outperformed
both GHB and STR prefetchers with improvements ranging from 2% to 31%. However, we
noticed that this requires a degree of 2 for it to be effective.
While this thesis presents hardware prefetchers that effectively exploit graph-locality, we
believe that there are several opportunities for additional future work. In particular, there are
three pieces of future work that we feel would be of interest for the community. First, we feel
that evaluating with GDBench, although useful, does not represent realistic workloads on GDBs.
Hence, we suggest evaluating the benefits of GLPs with the Linked Data Benchmark Council
(LDBC) [31] GDB benchmark that is designed for graph data management. LDBC aims to
create industrial strength benchmarks targeting social networks using GDBs. LDBC includes
three separate workloads, which includes interactive workload, business intelligence workload
and graph analytics workload. The three workloads cover a variety of database management
system use cases from industry. Further, the data generated by LDBC mimics characteristics
of a real social network such as Facebook, which can stress the memory subsystem. There are
pragmatic concerns when using LDBC that must be addressed. For instance, the simulation time
for running LDBC benchmarks may be significantly large. Second, we currently assume that
there is only one thread executing a graph traversal workload. In practice, there will be multiple
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threads performing queries on either the same or different graphs. This means that we need to
investigate extending the GLPs to support multiple threads. Third, we believe that a hardware
prototype on an FPGA will provide for accurate performance estimates. It will also force one to
consider the area and resource impact on different designs carefully.
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